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Background and Introduction
Every architectural project of any value comes from an act of pure love.
This is the story of such a project, a project that started in the 1840s with the construction of the Presentation convent and its
recent transformation as a medical centre under the guise of Waterford Health Park. From the nuns’ vocation for helping and
teaching the children of the poor, to the Health Park’s emphasis on healing and well-being, this site’s primary purpose has always
been the promotion of social benefit and community for the people of Waterford.
When the Presentation sisters put this site up for sale in 2006 there was a lot of interest in the land around it but little or none
in the convent building itself, until the Rowe-Creavin practice spotted the potential to transform the building into a new type of
medical centre combining a wide range of medical facilities, as well as community and social uses, under the one roof. This vision
was complimented by a clear architectural proposal combining the sensitive addition of new floor areas with the bold restoration
of the spectacular entrance volume which had been hidden from view for many years under an early 1960s refurbishment.
The convent building is by AWN Pugin, one of the most famous English architects of the 19th century and as such is of international
importance in the Irish heritage ratings. A building of this significance requires detailed research as a precursor to the design
stage in order to gain a detailed understanding of the site and its character. The design stages then required much consultation
with the statutory bodies as well as clarity of purpose and intent. The sense of peace and well-being inherent in Pugin’s building
undoubtedly influenced the process in a positive way, as everything seemed to come together harmoniously to create generative
spaces of self-sustaining quality for the next phase of the project’s future.

This little book is a tribute to that process and to the ideas that inspired it.
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Map evidence
These O.S. map extracts show the site’s evolution
Fig. 3.4.1: Extract from 1st
Edition O.S Map 1841:the
site is farmland

Fig g. 3.4.2: Extract from O.S.
Map 1872 – showing the current
footprint largely as it was prior to
works

Fig. 3.4.3: Extract from O.S.
Map 1909 – showing the new
infant school to the northeast. The building has gained
a conservatory as a lean-to
structure to the south.

Courtesy of the National Archives,
photos by the author
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The Building of the Presentation Convent and the Evolution of the Site
1841

On 3rd of February of this year a lease was drawn up between Thomas Wyse, lessor, and Thomas
Francis Meagher and others, lessees, on behalf of the Presentation sisters, for the land on which the
convent is to be built.

1842

Work begins on the convent; the foundation stone is laid in the presence of the architect on June 10th.

1848

On the 3rd May, 11 nuns move from Hennessy’s road to the new building.

1852

AWN Pugin, the most important architect of his generation, dies at the age of 40.

1861

A citywide appeal by Dr James Vincent Cleary is launched for funds to complete the chapel. On the
9th June a collection is taken at the doors of all the catholic churches in Waterford.

1863

The chapel is consecrated by Bishop Dominic O’Brien on the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross.
The ceremony is recorded in the local papers.

1866

On the 21st of April the stained glass windows are completed.

1873

The year of the 75th anniversary of the Order’s founding – the occasion of the earliest recorded
community photograph.

1880

The school comes under the National Board and the first official register of pupils is kept.

1898

This is the Order’s centenary. A new infant school is built in the grounds. This corrugated iron structure was
demolished in 1980.

1938

A new school is in use (although its date stone would suggest a slightly earlier construction date). This is
built of the same type of masonry as the convent but has a modernist flat roof (this building is now the
solicitors’ offices on the adjoining site).

1960-64

Saint Mary’s school (the current reception area) is vacated and converted into two floors of accommodation.
Important changes are made to Pugin’s design, particularly to the gable elevation where his original lancet
windows are removed.

1970

Work begins on the new secondary school building on the grounds along Cannon street.

2006

The remaining nuns vacate the building following its sale.

2008

Work begins on the conversion to Waterford Health Park.

2009

Waterford Health Park opens to the public in May.
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The Presentation Convent in the context of Pugin’s work
Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin (1812-1852) was one of the most important figures in English architecture of the 19th
century. At the time he was designing this building, Pugin was already widely known through his buildings and his
writings and even though only thirty years of age, had already completed some of his best work. He had been designing
and building in Ireland since the end of the 1830s. He had also given a lot of thought to the ideal monastery plan and had published
images of these in his ‘True Principles’. This commission must have represented the perfect opportunity to put these into practice.
The building is self-contained and tightly planned and typifies Pugin’s thinking on the mediaeval monastery type. It would have
been a radically modern building to its contemporaries and the nuns who commissioned it showed great innovation and openness
to new ideas. The Gothic revival style was the radical architectural movement of its time, sweeping away the classical past and its
perceived slavish and pagan devotion to detail in favour of a reinstatement of individual expression and the creative input of the
craftsman. An interesting feature of the original design was St Mary’s School, now the main entrance and reception area.
Pugin believed first and foremost in the spiritual imperative of architecture and he must have listened carefully to his clients in order
to have provided this building which, while so sensitive to their spiritual requirements, served them so well from the 1840s until
their departure in 2006. He was also a great innovator in spatial terms and many of his ideas about volumes and double heights
became the stock-in-trade of the modern movement early in the following century. He believed in simplicity of detail and the honest
expression of materials and structure. He was a believer in the importance of craft and the power of the craftsman.
A convert to Catholicism and deeply religious, he believed that Architecture’s highest expression was to be found in the creation of
religious buildings. By the time he arrived in Waterford in 1842, Pugin had already had numerous contacts with Ireland, including a
meeting with Daniel O’Connell in 1838 and the design of Maynooth College.The convent was probably designed during that same
prolific period in the early 1840s which saw the construction of his churches in Gorey, Enniscorthy and Killarney. He must have
seen this building as a chance to test his ideas on the ideal convent plan, and the resulting layout as well as much of the constructional detail of this building, are directly from mediaeval references, and his published ideas of the time. Pugin is reported to have
followed this site quite closely and was present at the laying of the foundation stone on the 10th of June 1842. Most likely the work
was overseen by Richard Pierce who frequently acted as Pugin’s clerk-of-works in Ireland.
All of the principal decorative features, from the lettering of the inscriptions, to the rood-screen and encaustic tiles of the chapel,
issue directly from Pugin’s architectural lexicon. There are noticeable similarities of layout and detail to views of the Handsworth
Convent of Mercy and his ideal abbey as shown in ‘Ecclesiastical Architecture in England’ published 1843. Externally these include
the stepped or ‘staged’ buttresses to the external walls, the externally-mounted chimney breasts, the decorative kneelers and
verges, the lancet windows, the turret, and the uncapped chimney stacks including the wonderful, stone-roofed smoke stack from
the kitchen in the mediaeval style. Internally are corbels supporting floor beams and trusses, projecting gothic fire surrounds,
screening and panelling with quatrefoil motifs and a superb barn-like full-height timber frame structure in the reception space. This
structure is very unusual and highly innovative and seems to be unique in Pugin’s work. Here its scale suggests a putative basilicalike section designating a central nave between the posts with aisles to each side. It is possible that this was Pugin’s response to
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the requirement to design a multifunctional space, to serve as a chapel and school room while the convent was being completed.
The functions of the convent community were arranged around the central cloister which in turn surrounds the internal garden.
This is the element that Nicolas de Clairvaux described as the Paradisus Claustralis of mediaeval spirituality. These pocket gardens
with their many layers of isolation from the outside world were intended as places of contemplation and retreat, often among the
scent of rose bushes, an earthly haven and a foretaste of the peace of paradise. Pugin would have been well aware of all of these
associations and as with all aspects of his work, nothing here was left to chance. While the external elevations of the building are
superb and the western elevation in particular is a masterpiece, Pugin demonstrates the full power of his command of picturesque
design principles in this central external space, which, while surrounded by buildings, allows the impression of solitude and calm
and an unearthly sense of remoteness.
The chapel is its internal equivalent; a place of serenity and nuanced light, despite the darkness of the varnished pine panelling
which formed part of the later completed works and was almost certainly not Pugin’s intention. An unusual feature of the chapel is
the surviving rood screen, separating the public area from the choir and chancel. The chapel volume also extends to one side of the
altar, into a side chapel through a series of sliding screens, and is overlooked on the first floor by the infirmary, with its casement
windows opening into the church, in the mediaeval tradition.
If you wish to learn more about the work of Pugin, two books in particular stand out. ‘A.W.N. Pugin, Master of the Gothic Revival’, edited by Paul Atterbury and published
by Yale University Press, is a very thorough account of all aspects of his work and influence. The second, a very readable and erudite biography by Rosemary Hill, is
entitled ‘God’s Architect; Pugin and the Building of Romantic Britain’ and is available from Penguin publishers
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Fig. 3.2.1: The Convent of Mercy
Handsworth, from Pugin’s Ecclesiastical
Architecture in England.

Fig. 3.2.2: Ideal Convent plan. Note the wallmounted chimney breasts, turret and cloister,
just like the Waterford example. From Pugin’s
‘Ecclesiastical
Architecture in England’.
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Fig. 3.1.1: Lean-to structure to north-western corner which was removed in the 1960’s. Note the original configuration of the gable (photo pre-1964)
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A History of The Site and Structures
(Our acknowledgement to Sr Assumpta O’Neill’s ‘Waterford’s Presentation Community – a Bicentenary Record’ for much of the
historical information, including quoted passages, below).
In the early 19th century this site was open countryside and belonged to Thomas Wyse, scion of a prominent
Waterford family whose roots were of distinguished old-English stock dating back to the coming of the Normans. As
prominent merchants in the 16th century, they had earned the favour of King Henry VIII, who rewarded them with a grant of the
abbey lands of St John’s priory after the Act of Dissolution in 1536. The Wyses were one of the few Catholic families in Waterford
to retain their wealth and possessions during the troubled reformation and plantation periods of the next 150 years. They were
receptive in the early 1840s to a request from the nuns of the Presentation order for land on which to build a convent and school.
The nuns’ stock in Waterford as educators of the daughters of the poor was high and this was seen as an eminently worthwhile
social project. The new order of Presentation sisters had been operating out of premises in Hennessy’s Road since the beginning
of the 1800s and needed better accommodation. Such was the respect in which they were held by the whole population that they
had no difficulty in acquiring the consent of the Protestant bishop (a legal prerequisite at that time) to open a new school on the
site.
In February 1841, three Waterford citizens took a lease of five-and-a-half acres on behalf of the nuns in the townland of Clowne,
Lisduggan. The leaseholders were Robert Curtis, John Kearney and Thomas Meagher (first Catholic Mayor of Waterford and
father of Thomas Francis, the leading Young Irelander). The landowner, Thomas Wyse, gave the lease for the specific purpose of
the building of a convent.
To design the building ‘the most celebrated architect’, Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin was engaged and he was present in
person when the foundation stone was laid on the 10th June 1842. The main contractor was Richard Pearse (or Pierce) from
Wexford, who was often employed by Pugin for his work in Ireland, although the workers themselves were undoubtedly local.
It was a welcome boost to employment at the time. In 1842, there were 26 labourers and 25 masons employed. The following
year there were 10 carpenters and 2 sawyers employed. In 1844, two slaters were employed with a stonecutter joining in 1846.
Unfortunately the effects of the famine from 1845 affected progress and any funds available were needed for the poor. In 1847,
the Poor Law Commissioners were in search of premises to open an auxiliary workhouse and approached the nuns to lease their
convent on Hennessy’s Road from which they had been operating a soup kitchen. Some of the nuns appear to have moved into
the unfinished building at this stage prior to their taking official possession of the site which now had to be postponed until the
3rd May 1848.
When they moved into their new convent, entitled ‘Convent of the Holy Cross’ the nuns found the distance from the city a
disadvantage and the building itself very cold and unfinished. There were many workmen still employed and this continued into
the next year.
From 1850 the financial situation was very difficult with the convent destined to remain unfinished for a long time. The most
unsatisfactory aspect of this state of incompletion was the chapel itself. Almost a decade after the nuns had invested in the site
the chapel was largely unfinished and would remain so until the 1860s.
14

In 1861 a citywide appeal for funds was organised by Dr Cleary, an important
local cleric. A meeting of ‘influential citizens’ was held in the Cathedral
sacristy on Sunday 26th May at which it was decided to make a public
collection at the doors to all the churches of the City on Sunday 9th June.
The appeal was printed in the local papers over the name of Dr Cleary and
the response was apparently most generous. The total collection came to
317 pounds, 3 shillings and 4 pence. Less than two years later the chapel
was blessed and consecrated by Bishop Dominic O’ Brien on the feast of
the Finding of the Holy Cross, 1863. There was a lot of interest from the
citizens of Waterford and newspapers carried long columns with detailed
descriptions of all parts of the chapel.
South elevation prior to works

‘It is 60 feet long by 20 feet broad and is in three divisions – the Sanctuary,
the Choir, and the antechoir allotted for public accommodation during
ceremonies. The church runs lengthwise on the northern side of the convent
with the Sanctuary facing East…’
‘The altar has been constructed in a most satisfactory artistic manner by
Messrs. Hardman & Co of Dublin, after a design by Mr. George Ashlin of
Stephen’s Green, a young gentleman of great promise in his profession,
partner of Mr. Pugin, son of the celebrated Pugin, from whose plan the whole
convent was designed about fifteen years since’.

West elevation prior to works

The chapel to the left and old St. Mary’s on
the right (prior to the works)

‘The choir is spacious and solid, containing twenty stalls, enclosed by a
parapet all round and is separated from the antechoir by a handsomely
carved screen of hard wood, 12 feet high, surmounted by a rood which rises
to an elevation of 22 feet, and has a grand effect on first entering the little
church. This rood screen is a beautiful, elaborate and highly finished piece of
workmanship, full of rich tracery, in the best style of art, and carved out of the
solid, after a fashion that will bear comparison with similar decorations in the
oldest conventual houses in Europe. It gives great pleasure to learn that this
handsome and difficult piece of ornamentation is entirely due to local talent,
the screen as well as the entire woodwork of the Church being executed by
a carpenter named Edmond Condon, of Cannon St. whose talent displayed on
this occasion, entitles him to rank amongst the foremost in his business. The
cornices, principals, and panellings have been decorated in gold and vermilion
by Nicholas Power of Broad St. The principals supporting the roof, rest upon
corbels bearing the names of the patron saints of the sisterhood, with a
petition for intercession’.
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In 1866, the chapel was further embellished by the addition of ‘splendid new
stained glass windows’ which were unveiled on Sunday 21st April. From a
reference in the sermon we know that the sun shone brightly on that day.
Based on the available historical sources, the building seems to have been
built in one, albeit drawn-out, constructional phase, apart from the finishing
of the chapel internally which was completed about 15 years after the nuns
moved in.

View from North West (prior to works)

View from North East

From the map and photographic evidence we can see that the building has
undergone a number of changes over the years. The most important of these
concerns the wing extending to the north, known as ‘St Mary’s School’ (now
the main public reception area) and which appears on the 1872 OS map with
the indication ‘schools’ marked on it. In 1964, works were carried out to this
wing in order to fit it out as extra residential floor area. Externally, these
works included the removal of four lancet windows to the northern gable
(to be replaced by a single opening with a triangular top) as well as the
removal of a lean-to structure to the north-western corner similar in style to
the sacristy on the other side. From the limited information available from a
photograph, this lean-to bears all the details of a Pugin element rather than
a later afterthought. During the course of these works, St Mary’s, which was
probably still a double-height space at the time with its soaring barn-like
timber frame structure, was divided up into many little rooms on two floors
and dormers were inserted in the roof to light the upper storey. The insertion
of these dormers caused damage to the roof structure and floor levels were
changed. The barn structure was largely hidden within the 1960s new work.
On the southern facade, a glass house structure appears on a photograph
from the Poole Collection dated, 1910. It was certainly gone by the mid1980s, as evidenced by a photograph from this time, but the faint remains of
a wall scar are visible

View from North
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The chapel has retained its rood screen, one of the rare surviving examples
of this almost uniquely Puginian feature (congregations at the time were
generally not in favour and most were removed within a few years of
their construction). Here it served to reinforce the nuns’ sense of privacy
and separateness. Later, in order to lessen its impact, the floor area to the
rear was raised, while the floor area to the altar side was lowered and the
flooring material lost. The floor finishes to the altar daïs consist of granite
ashlar steps and encaustic tiles with the initials M for Mary and R for Regina

(Queen). Apart from these changes, including some rearrangement of the
pews, the chapel interior corresponds to the earliest surviving photographs
though there is some evidence that the colour scheme has changed. Another
addition to the chapel was the addition of the organ gallery, although the
year of its construction is not clear. The organ itself is dated 1912 but the
gallery may already have been in place at that stage.
The kitchen volume with its massive, hooded fireplace was probably
intended to be a double-height space in the mediaeval tradition that Pugin
espoused. This would have produced a very exciting space with the corner
of the corridor at first floor breaking out into it as a gallery between the
southern and eastern wings.Today it is filled in at first floor level. Fabric
evidence uncovered during the course of the works indicated that this floor
was probably put in place during the original construction, possibly as a
result of a change of mind on site. The nuns may have been concerned about
what would have been a very radical and perhaps impractical volume for the
purposes of their more mundane kitchen requirements. There were very few
fireplaces in the building, in accordance with mediaeval monastery tradition
and Pugin’s double-height kitchen would have probably served to extract
whatever little heat was already available at first floor level, not to mention
the diffusion of cooking smells throughout the bedroom wings.
Fig. 3.1.2: Chapel interior, by N. Sheaff, National
Trust (Irish Architectural) Archive 1977. Note the
varnished floor between the Rood and Altar,
which was removed some time later.

The internal decorative scheme of darkly
varnished pine panelling would probably
not have been to Pugin’s liking

The kitchen annexes to the ground floor were altered over the last halfcentury or so with some small additions to the eastern boundary and some
new opes to the service courtyard. Apart from these changes, many of which
were carried out quite sensitively and are therefore difficult to detect, the
original building has remained largely intact.
In 1898 and 1923 respectively, two new buildings were added to the
site. The first was a temporary structure of corrugated iron to house primary
school facilities, the second was a modernist masonry flat-roofed structure,
also a school, built in 1923. This latter structure was remarkable for its time.
Built of traditional masonry, it had a modernist, L-shaped plan and concrete
flat roof. The masonry of its walls matched the style of the convent’s masonry
- a direct copy of Pugin’s random-rubble and ashlar trim, which itself was
radically modern when Pugin first started using it. The former of these
structures was demolished in the 1980s and the latter has been recently
modified as the office building on the adjoining site.
When the convent was opened in the 1840s it was described as overlook17

ing a ‘secluded rural valley’. That setting has changed dramatically, but its
location on a south-facing hillside with panoramic views over the now more
distant countryside is still clear. The planting scheme maintained by the nuns
since the Victorian era, as well as a low-hanging Sycamore which used to
obscure the building from the street, are now gone. In their place are parking
spaces and hard landscaping as well as a new planting scheme, and a much
more open aspect both to and from the building and site. The addition of two
new blocks, one to each side of an extended St Mary’s has radically changed
the setting to the road side, as has the removal of the stone gable to expose
the barn structure to public view.
OS Map view of site prior to the works

Its current darkened ambiance is a fundamental aspect ..... and serves to highlight the
beauty of the stained glass on sunny days.

The transformation of the building into a medical centre and health park
from 2007 to 2009 represents that most radical of all transformations of a
structure; a change of use, and was certainly the most important change
the building has had to undergo since its construction. During the course of
these works the most significant changes included the addition of two new
structures forming a courtyard in front of St Mary’s (the new public entrance
area), the restoration and extension of this space including the removal of
its stone gable, the repair of the barn-like structure of St Mary’s and the
restoration and glazing of its roof, the creation of an opening into the cloister
from this entrance area; the part-glazing of the cloister roof, and last but not
least the upgrading of the building’s services to current standards. One of
the features of this transformation was the reuse of all of the stone from the
gable of St Mary’s and its reincorporation as the external finish to the walls
of the new structures on each side of the entrance.
Internally, there were a number of relatively minor changes through the
division of some rooms into smaller ones and the addition of a fire stairs and
toilet areas between existing walls and partitions. The attic spaces were
used as the main service runs and the use of vertical risers was limited to
three locations because of the nature of the the ground floor ceiling construction.

Waterford’s medieval cathedral
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Apart from the removal of a number of niches in the cloister wall where
the link to the reception area had to be made, no decorative features were
altered or removed during these works. Even the existing panelled doors
from Pugin’s era were restored and in some cases upgraded for fire resistance. The chapel, with its rare surviving rood screen and decorative reredos
has been restored with a minimum of intervention, including the encaustic
tiles to the altar area which had been hidden under carpeting. The altar and

While Pugin always promoted colour and
decorative detail, here he was unusually
restrained in deference to the simplicity of
conventual life and the relative poverty of
the nuns.

tabernacle are intact. The internal decorative scheme of darkly varnished
pine panelling is present from the earliest surviving photographs and was
probably there when the chapel was finished in 1863. If you look closely
at the wall panelling you will notice a finer type of wood and decorative
carvings on the lower part of the wall, below the varnished sheeting of the
pine cladding which starts above the line of quatrefoils (timber circles with
four-leaf motifs cut out). This is likely the remains of Pugin’s original design,
based on the way he liked to finish most of his other churches and consisting
of timber panelling to the lower part of the wall with plastered surfaces
above. These wall surfaces were usually brightly painted. It is interesting
to imagine what the chapel would be like today if the upper walls were
a lighter colour. However, its current darkened ambiance is a fundamental
aspect of its post-puginian character and serves to highlight the beauty
of the stained glass on sunny days by providing a more reflective annex to
the brightness of the new reception area. Other noteworthy features of the
chapel include the decorative, wrought-iron elements with their trefoil motif
on the rood screen and the gates to the side chapel. This side chapel has
a set of full-height, panelled, timber sliding-screens which again, are very
rare survivors, and would have been remarkable even at that time. Another
feature of Pugin’s work and present here are the sturdy pointed-arch doors,
some with very elaborate bracing and battening as structure.

There are a number of inscriptions in a ‘Pugin’ script throughout the building,
the most prominent of which is the ‘Hail Holy Queen’ around the fascia of
the cloister ambulatory :
Salve, Regina, Mater misericordiae,
vita, dulcedo, et spes nostra, salve.
Ad te clamamus
exsules filii Hevae,
ad te suspiramus,
gementes et flentes
View of screen to prayer room, by N. Sheaff,
National Trust (Irish Architectural) Archive, 1977

in hac lacrimarum valle….
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The chapel has inscriptions along the fascia of the organ balcony and along each side of the nave at eaves level. It also has
an inscription over the entrance to the side chapel. There is an inscription in the refectory (now a Nurse’s room) and another,
discovered during the course of the works, over the fireplace in the old kitchen (now the infusion room) which reads;
I have chosen to be an abject in the house of my God rather than to dwell in the tabernacles of sinners.
(part of verse 11, psalm 84)
It is significant that these last two inscriptions are in English, rather than Latin, as these were the areas of the convent where the
‘uneducated’ domestics worked. The arcane world of the church’s vernacular was strictly reserved for the initiated!
While Pugin’s architecture always promoted colour and decorative detail, here he was unusually restrained in deference to the
simplicity of conventual life and the relative poverty of the nuns. Apart from the chapel and the inscriptions, most of Pugin’s
architectural detail was expressed in the constructional system of the building itself. The structure of the first floor is copied from
mediaeval principles and consists of primary beams supported on corbel-stones projecting from each wall and in turn supporting
the floor above, by means of visible joists at ceiling level. The roof structure of the roof spaces is in many cases similar to the
‘truss-and-portal’ system expressed in the main reception area. Externally, the exposed random-rubble stonework with limestone
trimmings to the window openings and corners or ‘quoins’, as well as the placing of windows where they were needed, rather
than where compositional rules dictated (as was the case in classical facades), were the harbingers of a modern architectural
expression which, in announcing the advent of the new revivialist style, might have raised the eyebrows of those more used to the
smooth textures and regular symmetries of the Greek and Roman traditions. It was also one of the earliest buildings in Waterford
to use cast-iron windows, many of which survive and all of which have been restored as part of the Health Park conversion.
The building contains at least three important fireplaces to Pugin’s designs, the most decorative of which is in the current Board
room and contains elaborate plasterwork with Marian motifs in a corbelled mantlepiece arrangement.
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Apologia by the Architect
An explanation of the design intentions by Fintan Duffy
A famous contemporary of Augustus Pugin’s, Cardinal Henry A Newman, entitled his autobiography ‘Apologia pro
Vita sua’, describing the journey of his soul. A project such as this has elements of a spiritual journey of a kind and the
Latin word ‘Apologia’ which means more ‘defence’ than ‘apology’ is an apposite way to describe the feeling one can have as an
architect required to act in such an exceptional context. One is literally standing on the shoulders of a giant and that can be a
very intimidating place to be. So there is a natural urge to want to justify what has been done. Very few architects ever have the
privilege of dealing with a challenge such as this one.
Apart from its heritage value of international importance, the original building has almost every quality imaginable in
architectural terms. These relate to its composition and fabric and include the solidity of its construction; the beauty of its proportions; the quality of its detailing; the variety and interest of its spaces; the quality of light within and around the buildings and the
nuances and textures of its materials. As with all great Art, some of its most powerful qualities are also intangible, affecting us on
an emotional and spiritual level. These include silence, wonder, tranquillity, clarity and contrast, and the architecture of the place
serves as the medium through which they imbue us with their presence.
The overriding challenge in design terms therefore was how best to reconcile the exceptional qualities of the existing building
with the demands both of the new additions and the internal transformations, in such a way that the old and new parts could be
read individually, in a way that does not lead to confusion, as well as together in a new unity. This new unity must endeavour to
be greater than the sum of these individual parts.
The starting point to the design project itself was determining compatibility between the potential for change of the historic
fabric and the extent of that change required by the brief. We had to be satisfied that the use being proposed was justifiable in
architectural conservation terms. The Australian Charter on conservation by the International Council on Monuments and Sites
(ICOMOS) defines a compatible use as one which respects the cultural significance of a place. Such use must have no or minimal
impact on cultural significance. Any new use being proposed for a building such as this would have to respect that quality of
cultural significance and be of such a nature as to require only minimal changes to existing fabric (fabric meaning all the material
composing the building, including its structure and everything it is made of). The nature of the convent’s layout varies from large
full height volumes, such as the Chapel and Old St Mary’s School (now the main reception area) to the cellular and compartmented
nature of the former dormitory wings of the first floor. Any compatible use would have to respect these volumes and be able to fit
comfortably within them, with only minimal changes (if at all) to partitions, openings in walls or alteration of volumes. Another
impact of modern uses in older buildings relates to the disruption often caused by the distribution of services such as pipework,
wiring and ducting. High servicing requirements can have a negative impact on walls and spaces as service runs will often require
some destruction of fabric through chasing and the lifting of floors or the boxing-off of walls and ceilings. A compatible use in this
instance therefore is one which could be accommodated within the existing volumes as simply as possible, would require minimal
alteration or destruction of the existing fabric and would have minimal servicing requirements within the footprint of the existing
building.
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With these points in mind, the Health Park brief appeared to fulfil these criteria as the uses proposed within the existing were in
keeping with its cellular layout. Consulting rooms and rooms for specific functions can be accommodated with minimal changes
to the existing layout; the cloister circulation was ideal for access to the services in each wing. There was a low level of servicing
required for these new uses within the existing building, with existing runs being reused in many cases.
Opening up the site
The change-of-use required the building to assume a more public character in order to offer a welcoming presence to the street.
This required opening up what had hitherto been the least open part of the building and its redesign as a new public entrance to all
the functions within the site. The Old St Mary’s wing suggested itself as the natural new entrance as it was the closest part of the
building to the road. It was also the most altered part of the original, having had its initial double-height configuration filled in with
rooms in the 1960s, while the gable elevation had been substantially altered at the same time so that it no longer resembled Pugin’s
design. Another inevitable change emanating from the new use was the requirement for on-site parking and a newly designed street
access for vehicles and pedestrians, again bolstering the requirement for the opening-up of the site.
New Entrance and Reception area
The combination of the new requirement for a legible, public entrance and the discovery of a magnificent timber-portal structure
hidden behind the 1960s partitions led to the decision to restore this volume by clearing out the ‘accretions’ and opening it up to
public use. This was done in an unambiguous way by the removal of the stone gable and the ‘recycling’ of its stone as the cladding
material for the new blocks. By dedicating such a large volume to a purely public use, the clients showed an extraordinary commitment to the quality of their project, to the public’s enjoyment of the building as well as to the memory of AWN Pugin. This restoration
of the original volume was accompanied by its extension in length by one new structural bay in order to allow connections to be
made laterally into the new floor areas without having to make openings in the side walls of the existing ‘nave’. The visible, exposed
stone ends of these walls on each side of the entrances to the GP and Pharmacy areas are the remains of the gable that was
removed. This gable was removed through a very technical process of wall-sawing and manual taking-down of the stone, course by
course. A ‘scar’ indicating the line where the wall-saw was initially (and incorrectly) positioned can still be seen on the stonework.
This space is entered through a glass façade fronting onto an external court formed by the new blocks or wings. This façade is
made of toughened glass fixed to an internal steel structure and to the new timber portals. The fixing points are marked externally
by a quatrefoil of stainless steel ‘flowers’ in the Arts and Crafts tradition, based on a Puginian motif. The left-hand block has a long
cantilever which marks the entrance to a small service yard towards the rear of the building. These blocks were set out in such a
way as to avoid any structural contact with the existing, and their foundations always remain at least half-a-metre from the base
of the existing walls. The materials here express a mixture of textures; the rough board-marking of the concrete lift-shafts and the
variegated texture of the stonework contrasting with the shiny surfaces of the glass and grey aluminium frames. The height of these
blocks was limited to two storeys and their southern ends rendered transparent so that the existing building always predominates
both in terms of scale and visual presence. Their massing is broken down in elevation at their interface with the existing by stepping
down the stone-clad areas along the parpapet lines of the fire-escape stairs. In this way, the new parts seem to be genuflecting
towards the old, and a respectful distance is maintained between them. This design approach allows most of the existing building
to be appreciated in its own right, without having to include the new areas in the views from the principal viewing points. However,
where the two are read together, there is a unity of purpose and aesthetic, without any confusion as to their respective identities.
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Reuse of Recycled Fabric
The dismantled (as distinct from demolished) material from the existing gable wall referred to above has practically all been
reused. The original limestone verge copings form the new framing of the glazed gable and the remaining rubble stonework has
been reused as the stone finish to the external walls of the new blocks. At design stage we noticed that the volume of stone
available in this gable was less than the volumes required for the external cladding of the new blocks. After some experimentation,
it was found that the stones could be cut in two in a certain way, thus doubling the amount of stone available. When we cut the
stone we noticed that the freshly-cut face had some interesting properties. In appearances terms, it provided a finished contrast to
the more weathered existing walls, while tying the building visually and materially into the existing context. The cutting process
polished the stone surface, bringing out the variations in texture and colour. The reuse of this stone also ensured that existing
historic fabric would remain on site while gaining a new lease of life. Apart from the gable of the reception area, only two other
alterations to the existing facades (both minor) had to be made. One required the insertion of an escape door to the plant-room
areas on the south-facing side (the ‘turret’ façade) and in the process a ‘slit’ window (identical to the others remaining on the
basement level of this façade) had to be removed. This window has been relocated and rebuilt in the internal wall of the reception
space at first floor level opposite the chapel. The other involved the reopening of an original doorway, blocked up sometime in the
1960s, to provide fire escape from the public toilet area of the reception space.
The Chapel
The changes to the Chapel interior were very limited and mainly involved restoration. A new timber floor to the choir area, at the
same level as the original (removed in the 1980s) was installed and the beautiful encaustic tiles to the altar, with their Marian
motifs, were restored. A number of later-addition pews to the ‘public’ area, between the entrance and the rood screen, were
removed, thus forming a more open space to the Reception area. Apart from some background lighting and rewiring, the chapel
remains unchanged and even retains its original tabernacle.
The Cloister
The cloister as a volume remains unchanged, despite the removal of a length of internal wall to create a clear connection to the
Reception area. The only other change to the fabric was the part-glazing of the lean-to roof. The former change was required in
order to make the new connections between spaces clearly legible, the latter to allow light into what had hitherto been a dark
place, where orientation was traditionally confusing. Through being opened up to more natural light and by being directly linked
to the new entrance, it becomes the centre of the new scheme and provides access to the newly planted cloister garden. A new
stairs was required off the Cloister for fire escape purposes. This was the only place where the existing ceiling of exposed rafters
had to be partially removed, and it was limited to a single, existing bay. The installation of the lift was confined to the kitchen
area, where the ceiling was an infill one since the initial construction stage (even though there is evidence to suggest that Pugin’s
original intention was to make this space double-height). The first floor circulation remains unchanged, apart from the obligatory
addition of fire doors at certain points along its length. It has also been extended through a connection into the new Pharmacy block
at first floor level by means of a transparent bridge.
Servicing strategy within the existing areas
The main distribution trunking for heating and electricity rises from the basement areas through the kitchen space and directly
to the attic for distribution to the delivery points throughout the building. The requirement for heating, electricity and washing
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facilities in each of the consulting rooms on the ground and first floors meant that a way had to be found to accommodate these in
a very disciplined manner, and to finish the runs with a demountable panelling system, allowing access for maintenance or upgrade
No transfer of service runs between first and ground floors was allowable through the historic ceilings so an underfloor distribution
run was defined from the same point in the basement. Air-conditioning was avoided in all but two rooms and these have localised
air-handling units (only two very small ones!) in visually inaccessible areas.
Sustainability and Energy
The buildings are designed to require as little mechanical servicing as possible. This is done by ensuring adequate levels of natural
light and natural ventilation to all rooms. Space heating is by means of a low pressure gas-fired central heating system. Solar
panels, located on the roof-lights of the Pharmacy block produce hot water for the whole building and the gas-fired central heating
system also provides underfloor heating for the new ground floor areas. Rainwater from approximately half of the existing roof
area is harvested and stored underground for reuse in the flushing of toilets and watering of the gardens. Some of the external
paved areas are self-draining.
Materials
Rubble stone from the site was reused to clad the new wings as already described above. The thickness as well as the simplicity
of build-up of the existing walls was mimicked in a modern way in the new blocks where a combination of a hollow clay block
with external cladding in recycled stone provides the necessary structure, watertightness and thermal insulation (the clay blocks
require no additional insulation material). This makes for a wall which will be more durable, because its construction is solid and
simple, as well as architecturally appropriate to the existing context because of its thickness, giving deeper window reveals than
more conventional, thinner construction. The glass which rises above these thick walls as they descend earthwards on each block
provides a transparent contrast to the masonry parts, allowing glimpses through to the original’s roofs and walls.
Intangible elements
These combinations of solid to void, light to heavy, bright to dark, rough to smooth are the defining elements of the new architectural equilibrium that the scheme proposes. The asymmetry of Pugin’s compositional tour-de-force on the existing western façade
in particular is picked up by the combination of long double windows with stone mullions on the ground floor of the new blocks,
and the off-balance stepped ones of the floors above. The angled gablets of the roof lights to the new blocks tie into the ‘pointed’
style of Pugin’s work. The emphasis on light through the glazing of roofs and the creation of views is also a homage to his legacy.
While it would be presumptuous to claim that ‘the spirit of the dead workman [was] summoned up’ to paraphrase John Ruskin, we
were conscious at all times of Pugin’s presence through our intimate engagement with the site
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General views prior to the works
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Critique by Stephen Best
Beautiful and intimately humane architecture can improve our lives. That simple yet revolutionary idea is as old as civilisation and
was at the heart of the Rowe-Creavin Group Practice’s decision in 2004 to locate their medical practice - The Waterford Health
Park, in the unused and unloved, Presentation Sisters Convent on Slievekeale Road, Waterford.
The architecture of healing was once placed firmly at the heart of the city. The Greeks founded a magical metropolis of culture and
cure at Epidaurus, a site that set theatre, dream cures and sport against a striking coastal setting. Medieval builders fashioned
monastic complexes that embraced vineyards, almshouses, hostels and hospitals. The Hospices at Beaune in Burgundy, from
where some of the finest wine still flows, is a salient reminder of their power. The Enlightenment also produced its sanctuaries.
Monumental buildings with formal façades and sheltered courtyards, such as Les Invalides in Paris, Sir William Robinson’s Royal
Kilmainham Hospital in Dublin and Christopher Wren’s Royal Hospitals in Chelsea and Greenwich, provided genteel spaces for
convalescing.
Yet something went wrong. In the Nineteenth Century the city became grim and bleak, and places for healing conflated with workhouses and prisons. Even in the 20th Century, the early promise of Alvar Aalto’s Paimio Sanatorium and the optimism of Thomas
Mann’s The Magic Mountain, which affirmed the fresh, cool air and light of crystalline modernism, quickly descended into the
medical machine we know today, focused on processing pills and patients, with little time for architecture or atmosphere.
Presentation Convent, designed in 1841 by one of the great 19th Century architects and theorists Augustus Welby Northmore
Pugin at the dawn of the re-emergent Catholic Church in Ireland, set a different tone. Pugin fought skilfully against architecture’s
dehumanising effects.
Turning to a time before mills and machines, Pugin looked to the Gothic style. He rejected the ideas of industrialisation, which he
saw as corrupting and immoral, and instead looked back to the Middle-Ages for inspiration. For him good design was founded on
the principles of the Picturesque, where composition grew from necessity and function rather than superficial decoration. Pugin
imagined his architecture as having a pure source. In his two influential books Contrasts and Principles he argued a powerful
polemic. For him architectural design is either true or false, depraved or uplifting, honest or dishonest, Gothic was more than mere
style, it was an imperative, a moral crusade founded in the notions of Christianity. To Pugin the Classical style was a sham, little
more than brutish or worse pagan, whereas Gothic was the symbol of renewal and regeneration.
The optimism and energy that greeted the re-emergent emancipated church in the Nineteenth Century, and fed its vocations had
faded significantly by 2004. The world had changed and dwindling numbers meant that, as is often the case, a much cherished
building had to be sold. Yet even though much of Presentation Convent’s ancillary buildings and site were carved up, to be sold for
commercial use, the central building was saved for a higher purpose.
Presentation Convent is a building at the heart of Pugin’s cannon. It is complex, an amalgam of parts, made as a place of contemplation and sanctuary that creates a haven of peace, sheltered away from the travails of the outside world. Its massed form is
composed in a traditional Medieval monastic arrangement, with cells for sleeping, chapel for worship, places for contemplation
and convalescing, as well as recreation, anchored around a quadrangular, cloistered, garden. As a place of healing the Convent’s
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new calling couldn’t be more appropriate.
If the building’s uses, past and present, share a social, emotional and philosophical affinity, the way each asserts itself architecturally is as opposites. Pugin’s ideas echoed those he found in Beaune and other great monastic settlements, which are defined
by layer upon layer of privacy and threshold. As the building becomes more sacred, it also becomes more personal. A convent is
private, a clinic is public; a convent is domestic, a clinic is highly serviced; a convent is contemplative, a clinic is noisy; a convent
is for a few, a clinic is for the community.
The architectural challenges alone posed by the change of function are significant. But add to that the fact that Presentation
Convent is no ordinary building, but one of the best in Ireland of its type, designed by one of the best architects of his generation.
It easy to see that for any intervention to be successful it need not only be sensitive but also conscious of Pugin’s declaration of
intent. He notes in his book The True Principles of Pointed or Christian Architecture, ‘that there should be no features about a building which are not necessary for convenience, construction, or proprietary’, high standards indeed.
The original approach from Slievekeale Road was through a high gated curtain wall that protected the building’s privacy. The building’s entrance, on the western façade, is a small domestic scale opening that was punched into the massive hewn form. It was
situated at the end of a snaking driveway past the mute northern elevation. And in true Puginian manner, it is positioned, like those
of the adjacent windows, apparently at random. But this is the point; it is what gives the building its timeless beauty, which still
retains the power to impress. The location of openings was determined not for external decoration or as a function of symmetrical
prettiness, but simply as an expression of their location on plan.The result is pure Picturesque.
Sensibly though, the architects didn’t try and reuse the existing entrance. Instead they tackled the problem of access in an altogether different way, by shrewdly placing the new front door onto Slievekeale Road, to face the street. As a consequence the
northern facade has been opened up to reveal a soaring, nave like, volume lined with two rows of timber columns that support the
steeply pitched roof. This is a rediscovered space that had been lost for generations; the Sister’s had filled it in with two floors of
cellular rooms.
A delicately detailed glass curtain, replacing the much altered stone work, now presents a welcoming front door to the street. It
also displays a remarkable view of Pugin’s original structure, in section. The room behind, now restored, is the functional heart to
the building, a generous lobby, with café and reception, from which to access the other parts.
Outside, the entrance is flanked by two new blocks of accommodation, linear wings, designed in a sensitive modern style that project forward towards the Slievekeale Road. They embrace a paved courtyard, a broad entrance space that flows seamlessly from
inside to out. Comprising mechanical elevators, pharmacy, specialist consulting rooms, physiotherapy rooms and dental surgery ,
both wings tightly hug the side of the existing volume, separated by a narrow sliver of glass that articulate the junction between
new and old. Each side contains those essential functions that would be impossible to accommodate in Pugin’s original, without
catastrophic loss and damage.
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Although connected physically, the wings declare themselves as independent contemporary additions that are expressive of their
function; the elevator shafts are exposed in their raw rustic concrete form; the pharmacy and optician’s overlooking the entrance
court, are glazed and open, divulging their interiors; the consulting rooms, on the outer edges, have small punched windows
protecting their privacy; while the roofline, which forms a serrated silhouette against the sky, supplies maximum daylight for the
dentists’ rooms at first floor level.
This sense functional clarity and careful consideration of architectural decisions can also be found in the way that the building
was made, and in the choice of materials used. Constructed of a lightweight steel frame, each wing is clad in a thin carapace of
stone that manages the difficult trick of being deferential to, but not an imitation of, the original building. The stone skin, which
has been salvaged from the north elevation, presents a smooth cut face, not a rough one like the existing building. This articulates
its newness, while at the same time venerating the delightful hues and tones of the original building. The stone is employed for its
functional performance, acoustic and thermal, as well as its symbolism, the private areas are easily read. In open areas where it
is not needed the stone has been peeled back, to reveal the light weight glass clad structure behind. This is a building that is true
to its nature, Pugin surely would be proud.
Elsewhere, the existing building, which has been well cared for over the years, and retains an extraordinary original rood screen in
the chapel, remains largely untouched, except for specific areas where non original interior fittings have been removed to expose
astonishing and vivid original decoration behind. This includes uplifting Latin and English inscriptions; Latin for the educated sisters
and English in the kitchen for the staff. Clever planning has allowed the existing fabric to be used as is. The multilayered-space has
been exploited to create small, communal waiting areas and private consulting rooms, while the cloister garden has been restored
as a place of contemplation.
New interventions are unavoidable, but have fortunately been kept to a minimum and undertaken in a sensitive manner. All of the
services are visible, mounted on the walls, so as to be reversible should attitudes and technologies change in the future.
The Waterford Health Park brings architecture back into the foreground and it is a pleasure to be talking about a fitting public use
for this remarkable convent. dhbArchitects have made a strident intervention, a mini-cultural building that responds, not to anaesthetised modernity, but to the spirit of Presentation Convent’s original conception.
The breathing of new life into this Puginian wonder displays the powerful potential of architecture. The innovative reuse of the
internal spaces is shouldered lightly by the existing building. The fluent composition is a celebration of the notions of delight that
eschew the fluorescent lit waiting rooms typical of the type. Placing emphasis on the ‘healing arts’ and ‘generative space’, in order
to exploit the resultant health outcomes, is a worthy match for the high ambitions of the building’s Nineteenth Century conception.
That these ideas have been carried out with aplomb should be celebrated; through architecture, the staff and patient experience
is improved. The Waterford Health Park is a paragon in its field and it is no surprise that the project was shortlisted in 2010, for
the World Architecture Awards.
Stephen Best is an registered architect. He spent 14 years working with Norman Foster on projects in Europe Asia and North America, and was
the Partner in charge of the Irish office. He is currently a Senior Lecturer at the Dublin School of Architecture, teaching architectural design and
professional practice, he is also the Sunday Times architecture critic and regularly contributes to a variety of international publications, and was a
member of the 2012 RIAI Annual Awards Judging panel.
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View of physio block at night
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Study of Glazed gable to St.Mary’s entrance volume
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Cloister garden using Pugin pattern for the replanting scheme
Design model studying St.Marys structure and volume
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Record of demolished gable; survey drawing and rectified photograph

St.Mary’s entrance volume
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dhb Architects
dhb Architects is a design-based architectural practice from Waterford in the South-East of Ireland. It has been in existence in
one form or another since Máire Henry and Fintan Duffy returned from initial careers in France and teamed up with Harry Bent, an
Irish architect who had worked in Finland. Máire had worked for 8 years in the Paris office of Renzo Piano while Fintan spent time in
Marcel Breuer’s office and later with Michel Seban of Agence Babel among others, before founding his own practice in Paris. Harry
had visited Finland on an Alvar Aalto scholarship and worked for Juhanni Palasmaa and Kaisa Blomstedt before creating Keko
architects. All of this experience, expertise and energy came together in 2004 against a background of a burgeoning workload of
interesting projects. These include an old mill conversion to apartments (Mahon Mills, Kilmacthomas), a primary school (Gaelscoil
Éanna, Ballygunner) and a series of conversions of important protected structures based on the practice’s conservation credentials,
of which the more notable are the Port of Waterford building (La Bohème restaurant), Waterford Health Park and a residential
refurbishment for the monks of Mount Melleray. In parallel with their development of architecture through practice, the three
directors are also directly involved in the teaching of the architecture and architectural technology degree courses at Waterford
Institute of Technology. Practice is the laboratory through which architecture is taught and research is the basis for all architectural
action. For this reason, dhbArchitects places particular emphasis on the importance of the initial stages of a project through
concentrating on a thorough site analysis and a comprehensive brief development as the precursors to the design stages. In the
office, the making of physical construction models at all design stages as well as the exploration of volumetric ideas through
detailed sections are at the heart of the design development process.
Fintan Duffy is an architect and director of dhbArchitects and is responsible for most of the work of the office involving protected
structures. He has a Masters degree in Architecture in the field of urban and building conservation and has also worked as a
conservation advisor to a number of Irish local authorities. He is the author of this book.
The dhbArchitects team on this project comprised; Fintan Duffy (Project Director), Eddie Phelan (Project Architect), Shane O’Connor,
June Bolger, Lucy Davey, Mark Fleming, Emma Carvalho, Ed Walsh, Joe Mackey, Hein Raubenheimer, Harry Bent and Máire Henry.
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Project Summary
Approx. 2,500m² of existing floor area to be converted and 900m² of new floor area.
Design worked started in the summer of 2006 and work started on site at the end of 2007.
The site was completed in April 2009.
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